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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE REQUEST 

Do you want to be part of the biggest revolution in science?  This is your opportunity. 

We are looking for a wide range of experts.  Because of the overlaps in science inherent 

in a fractal model, there are no areas of science where an opportunity to cooperate is 

not available so we will separate this TAR into those items specific to the solar 

challenge and those which are general to the science. 

How can we be this impactful?  Information physics has been around conceptually since 

1945, almost as soon as binary programming came into existence, the idea of 

information as a state of matter also came into existence.  But what about space itself?  

This idea takes information physics into hologram and simulation theory. 

What has been missing from simulation theory, and information physics, is an observed 

bit and a specific model of how the bit operates.  Some models, and most religions, 

explore the concept of a "designed" simulation where one or more programmers 

generate the simulation.  A spontaneously arising simulation should leave clear 

evidence of its existence. 

Our presentation to the APS in October of 2023 will provide that evidence and the 

specific mathematics and modeling inherent in that model. 

Solar 7 TAR 

Solar Panel Manufacturing 

Business and Sales Expertise 

Grant Experts 

Fund Raising Experts 

Experts from the General TAR 

General TAR  

Mathematicians, Physicists and Chemists and others with expertse  interested in 

working with new models to address the biggest problems; solar, hydrogen, energy 

generation, energy storage, space, general chemistry, physics and chemical modeling, 

astrophysicists, Experts in Nuclear Physics and other specialty areas. 

Programming Experts 

Engineers interested in manufacturing and deploying new technologies 

Geology experts interested in addressing the titanic dangers facing humanity 

Grant writing experts 

Business Experts including Fundraising Experts 


